[DOC] Stone Cold By Robert Swindells
If you ally compulsion such a referred stone cold by robert swindells book that will provide you worth, acquire the definitely best seller from us currently from
several preferred authors. If you desire to comical books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are next launched, from best seller to one of the
most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all books collections stone cold by robert swindells that we will very offer. It is not on the order of the costs. Its nearly what you
infatuation currently. This stone cold by robert swindells, as one of the most enthusiastic sellers here will unquestionably be among the best options to review.

Stone Cold-Robert Swindells 2016-09-27 Stone Cold is a Carnegie Medal-winning thriller by Robert Swindells. It is one of The Originals from Penguin - iconic,
outspoken, first. A tense thriller plot is combined with a perceptive and harrowing portrait of life on the streets as a serial killer preys on the young and
vulnerable homeless. Link, aged 17, is distrustful of people until he pairs up with Deb, another homeless youngster. But what Deb doesn't tell him is that she's
an ambitious young journalist on a self-imposed assignment to track down the killer and she's prepared to use herself as bait ... The Originals are the pioneers
of fiction for young adults. From political awakening, war and unrequited love to addiction, teenage pregnancy and nuclear holocaust, The Originals confront
big issues and articulate difficult truths. The collection includes: The Outsiders - S.E. Hinton, I Capture the Castle - Dodie Smith, Postcards from No Man's Land
- Aidan Chambers, After the First Death - Robert Cormier, Dear Nobody - Berlie Doherty, The Endless Steppe - Esther Hautzig, Buddy - Nigel Hinton, Across the
Barricades - Joan Lingard, The Twelfth Day of July - Joan Lingard, No Turning Back - Beverley Naidoo, Z for Zachariah - Richard C. O'Brien, The Wave - Morton
Rhue, The Red Pony - John Steinbeck, The Pearl - John Steinbeck, Stone Cold - Robert Swindells.
Stone Cold-Robert E. Swindells 2009-08-17 Link is sixteen and homeless. Streetwise Ginger, also homeless, befriends Link and shows him how to survive on the
streets of London. Then Ginger disapperas without a trace and Link is desperate. Meanwhile, a man who calls himself Shelter, a former army sergeant, walks
the streets of London in search of "recruits" for a very special army of his own. Who will be his next victim?
Stone Cold-Robert Swindells 2005-01-27 A tense, exciting thriller combined with a perceptive and harrowing portrait of life on the streets as a serial killer preys
on the young and vulnerable homeless. 17-year-old Link is distrustful of people until he pairs up with Deb, homeless like him. But what Deb doesn't tell him is
that she's an ambitious young journalist on a self-imposed assignment to track down the killer and that she's prepared to use herself as bait ... Winner of the
Carnegie Medal
Stone Cold-Joe Standerline 1999 Dave is just another sixteen-year-old who's run away from home. New to London, he falls in with Ginger and, calling himself
Link, begins to learn how to survive on the streets. However, a maniac is out there, stalking homeless young people and hell-bent on cleaning up the city.
Ginger disappears and Link meets Gail, a young journalist on an undercover assignment; but will they find out the horrifying truth in time? SuperScripts are
tried and tested plays that will appeal to 11 - 16 year olds. Mostly written by professional playwrights and performed in public to popular acclaim, these plays
are ideal for the English classroom and drama studio and are accompanied by an extensive range of original activities.
Abomination-Robert Swindells 2017-08-03 A powerful, disturbing thriller reissued in The Originals series of classic teenage fiction. Martha is twelve - and very
different from other kids, because of her parents. Strict members of a religious group - the Brethren - their rules dominate Martha's life. And one rule is the
most important of all: she must never ever invite anyone home. If she does, their shameful secret - Abomination - could be revealed. But as Martha makes her
first real friend in Scott, a new boy at school, she begins to wonder. Is she doing the right thing by helping to keep Abomination a secret? And just how far will
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her parents go to prevent the truth from being known? The Originals are the pioneers of fiction for young adults. From political awakening, war and unrequited
love to addiction, teenage pregnancy and nuclear holocaust, The Originals confront big issues and articulate difficult truths
Branded-Robert Swindells 2007 Dale's older brother has been convicted of killing five women. As such, the family are branded forever as relatives of a
murderer, forcing them to move away, change their names and start new lives. But Dale is also afraid that he, too, might become a monster - can anyone put his
fears to rest?
Inside The Worm-Robert Swindells 2012-03-31 The worm was close now. So close Fliss could smell the putrid stench of its breath. Its slavering jaws gaped to
engulf her... Everyone in Elsworth knows the local legend about the monstrous worm - or dragon - that once terrorised the village. But it never really happened.
Or did it? For when Fliss and her friends are chosen to re-enact the legend for the village Festival, the four who are to play the part of the worm dance as one
across the ground. They are the worm. And Fliss begins to feel real fear. Somehow the worm itself is returning - with a thousand-year hunger in its belly, and a
burning desire for vengeance...
Brother in the Land-Robert Swindells 1994-12-01 An 'After-the-Bomb' story told by teenage Danny, one of the survivors - one of the unlucky ones. Set in Shipley,
an ordinary town in the north of England, this is a powerful portrayal of a world that has broken down. Danny not only has to cope in a world of lawlessness and
gang warfare, but he has to protect and look after his little brother, Ben, and a girl called Kim. Is there any hope left for a new world?
Snapshot-Robert E. Swindells 2014-01-01 Victor unwittingly takes photos of a serious robbery and now the perpetrators want those pictures back - and are
prepared to do anything to get their hands on them. Robert Swindells has written over 60 books for youngsters and has won many awards including the
prestigious Carnegie Medal.
Blitzed-Robert Swindells 2011-09-30 George is fascinated by World War Two. Bombers, Nazis, doodlebugs. But he discovers the reality is very different from
how he had imagined it when a school trip to a World War Two museum leads to a timeslip - and George is in London at the time of the Blitz! He joins up with a
group of other homeless children, struggling to survive. And then they suspect someone they know of being a German spy...
A Skull in Shadows Lane-Robert Swindells 2012-01-05 The war has just ended in the tiny village of Coney Cley, and Josh and his gang are desperate for some
excitement. When they head for the eerie, abandoned Shadows Lane to explore a deserted house, they find more than they bargained for - a human tooth. Then
a creepy, skeletal face appears at a dark window . . . Believing there's a skeleton haunting Shadows Lane, the children are shocked to learn the truth about
'Boney' - he's an escaped prisoner of war. But someone else is also hiding in the village - someone much more dangerous. Tense and chilling, this is another
fantastically gripping tale from the award-winning author of Room 13 and Stone Cold.
Invisible!-Robert Swindells 2010-08-31 Now you see them, now you don't... What would you do if you could become invisible? Creep around, unseen? Listen in
to other people's conversations? Twins Carrie and Conrad, and their friends Peter and Charlotte do all these things, and much more, when a new girl at school Rosie - shows them her secret: how to make yourself invisible. It's exciting, and it's fun. It can also be frightening... and dangerous. Especially when Rosie's dad
becomes a suspect in a local crime and the gang go invisible to find the real crooks...
The Ice Palace-Robert Swindells 1992-11-26 Ivan lives in a land where the winter is dark and fearful. Starjik, King of Winter, steals Ivan's little brother and Ivan
braves the bitter cold to find him.
The Vanishing Deep-Astrid Scholte 2020-03-03 Bestselling author Astrid Scholte, returns with a thrilling adventure in which the dead can be revived...for a
price. Seventeen-year-old Tempe was born into a world of water. When the Great Waves destroyed her planet five hundred years ago, its people had to learn to
survive living on the water, but the ruins of the cities below still called. Tempe dives daily, scavenging the ruins of a bygone era, searching for anything of value
to trade for Notes. It isn't food or clothing that she wants to buy, but her dead sister's life. For a price, the research facility on the island of Palindromena will
revive the dearly departed for twenty-four hours before returning them to death. It isn't a heartfelt reunion that Tempe is after; she wants answers. Elysea died
keeping a terrible secret, one that has ignited an unquenchable fury in Tempe: Her beloved sister was responsible for the death of their parents. Tempe wants
to know why. But once revived, Elysea has other plans. She doesn't want to spend her last day in a cold room accounting for a crime she insists she didn't
commit. Elysea wants her freedom and one final glimpse at the life that was stolen from her. She persuades Tempe to break her out of the facility, and they
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embark on a dangerous journey to discover the truth about their parents' death and mend their broken bond. But they're pursued every step of the way by two
Palindromena employees desperate to find them before Elysea's time is up--and before the secret behind the revival process and the true cost of restored life is
revealed.
Timesnatch-Robert Swindells 2011-09-30 Once a creature is extinct, it's gone for ever, isn't it? Not any more - as a butterfly from the past proves. The physicist
mother of Kizzy Rye and Fraser Rye has invented an amazing time machine that can travel back into the past, snatch a plant or animal now extinct and bring it
back into the present. It's a wonderful achievement, a real scientific breakthrough. But the machine - 'Rye's Apparatus' - has a horrifying potential. Suddenly
Kizzy and Fraser find themselves caught up in a terrifying spiral of events - events that lead finally to a monstrous demand from a sinister and violent
organization... WINNER OF THE 1995 EARTHWORM AWARD, 7-11 YEAR-OLD CATEGORY
Jacqueline Hyde-Robert Swindells 2012-03-31 When Jacqueline Hyde finds the little glass bottle in Grandma's attic her life suddenly changes. Goodbye clean,
good Jacqueline. Hello cheeky, loud Jacqueline Bad. It's fun at first. Exciting. But then Jacqueline Bad gets into serious trouble. And although she keeps trying
to be her old self, the bad side just won't let go... A darkly addictive fable, truly absorbing.
No Angels-Robert Swindells 2005-03-01 What's the hook? The intriguing and thought-provoking parallel narratives gives quite unique perspectives on the
subject of homelessness. What are the themes? Prejudice, courage, survival, family, loyalty, homelessness and injustice. Cross-curricular links to history,
geography and PSHE are strong. Teaching points? The intriguing and thought-provoking parallel narratives of Nikki in the present day and Nick in the midnineteenth century make this an ideal text for Key Stage 3 offering excellent cross-curricular links. Linguistic discussion is provoked by the extensive use of
historical dialect.
In the Nick of Time-Robert Swindells 2011-09-30 Charlotte is out in the woods on her own one day when something mysterious happens - she walks along a row
of stones laid like stepping stones on the forest floor . . . and finds herself in another age. She has somehow slipped back to 1955, and is now, in the same
woods, on the site of a very unique school, an open-air school for sick city children. No one believes her tales of the world she's come from, her mobile doesn't
work and she can't see how on earth she's going to get back. A friendship with another pupil proves the key - is Jack more than he seems?
Dan's War-Robert E. Swindells 2011-12-01 It's WWII. Dan goes to Winton Hall every Saturday to earn money to help his mum out. He starts to get curious - why
are there cat's eyes in the walls near the lawn? Mr Pincher tells him to mind his own business, but Dan decides to investigate further. Is General Winton helping
the Nazis?
The Repossession-Sam Hawksmoor 2012-03-01 Romance and suspense combine in a tense teen thriller that will leave you gasping for more ... 34 kids missing.
Vanished without a trace. Believing she is possessed, Genie Magee's mother has imprisoned her all summer encouraged by the sinister Reverend Schneider.
Beautiful Rian, love of her life, sets her free, and their escape washes them up at Marshall's remote farmhouse downriver. But why are there newspaper
clippings of the missing kids pinned to Marshall's bathroom wall? And should they believe his stories about the experiments at the Fortress, an underground
research station nearby? Genie meets Denis. Missing two years now, but hasn't grown an inch. Rian is haunted by Renée, who insists she's not actually dead.
Soon they discover the terrible truth about Reverend Schneider and worse, Genie is next ... and Rian can't do a thing to prevent it. The Repossession is just the
beginning. 'Forget Bella and Edward. Genie and Rian are the new IT couple in the teen fiction world!' Kooky Toon Book Corner blog
Nightmare Stairs-Robert Swindells 2011-10-31 I'm falling - falling down steep, narrow stairs - if I hit the bottom asleep, I know I'll never wake. Every night
Kirsty wakes up screaming. Every night she has the same terrible nightmare - of falling downstairs. But does she fall? Or is she pushed? Then Kirsty discovers
that her grandma died falling downstairs and she begins to wonder: is the dream hinting at a dark secret in her family? She has to know the truth. But tracking
a murderer is a dangerous game, and as she delves into the past, Kirsty uncovers a secret more terrible than anything she can imagine. A terrifying read from
one of today's master storytellers. WINNER OF THE SHEFFIELD CHILDREN'S BOOK AWARD FOR BEST SHORTER NOVEL 'Cleverly put together - funny as
well as gripping' The Sunday Times
Stone Cold Surrender-Brenda Jackson 2017-09-01 Sooner or later every woman surrenders to a Westmoreland’s seduction… Stone Westmoreland has an eye for
the ladies. And charm that never fails. He’s an experienced player who plays for keeps. So who would have guessed that prim and proper Madison Winters
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would be the one to rattle his nerves without even trying? She has him feeling all protective—and all sexed up, too. Before he knows it, Stone has volunteered to
help Madison find her mother, who has gone missing in the mountains. He’s willing to play the knight in shining armor, but only if it means the hard days of
trekking through the wilderness will result in the ultimate payoff—passion-filled nights under the Montana starlit sky with the delectable Miss Winters....
Originally published in 2004.
A Candle in the Dark-Robert E. Swindells 1974 When Jimmy Booth becomes a collier's apprentice he discovers that life at the coal face is harsh, violent and
dangerous. Even more dangerous is the mystery surrounding the pit and its 'closed road'
When Darkness Comes-Robert Swindells 2014-09-04 Jealousy and ambition divide a tribe so much so that it splits into two communities - each of whom has to
strive to become self-sufficient. Their failure almost leads to their destruction. It's up to the chief's son and the other children of the tribe to overcome the
adults' prejudices and attempt reconciliation. When they are threatened by raiders from a stronger, more skilful race, survival is all. But will the tribes be able
to reunite in time?
Ruby Tanya-Robert Swindells 2011-09-30 This is a contemporary tale about two friends - one of whom, Asra, is an asylum seeker from an unnamed Eastern
European country. The other, Ruby Tanya, is the daughter of a local man who is campaigning against the presence of asylum seekers in his community. During
a dramatic explosion at the girls' school, a young teacher is killed. The asylum seekers at the local camp are blamed, and local people begin to argue that they
should be deported. A branch of the National Front gets involved and demos are planned. Asra and her parents are due to be deported, but Asra runs away at
the last minute so her parents have to return without her. She hides in a nearby derelict building and is helped by Ruby Tanya.
World-Eater-Robert Swindells 2011-09-30 'There's something in the sky... something terrible!' On the night of the great storm, a mysterious new planet
suddently appears in the sky. Orbiting the sun between Mercury and Venus, the huge blue-grey sphere has scientists baffled as probes reveal its surface to be
flat and bare and its interior liquid. Eleven-year-old Orville, absorbed in witing for his favourite pigeon to hatch her first eggs, is the first to suspect the true
nature of the planet. But will anyone listen to his theory? And, if they do, can they avert disaster? For if Orville is right, the world is doomed . . .
Running on the Cracks-Julia Donaldson 2016-10-19 Run. Keep running. You’re doing the right thing. Lie low. Head down. Don’t look back. Just keep running,
but whatever you do don’t tread on the cracks... Leo’s world has been turned upside down. With her parents gone and a creepy uncle becoming too close for
comfort she’s certainly sure of one thing...she must get out. Leo’s on the run. She knows what she’s running from. The problem is, where is she running to?
Adapted from the novel of the same name by the internationally acclaimed writer Julia Donaldson, Running on the Cracks is a fast-moving new play about
runaways, identity, survival and how friendships can develop in the strangest situations.
Stone cold-Robert E. Swindells 2011
In Time-Alexandra Bracken 2013-11-01 IN TIME is an e-novella that has been written to provide a bridge between the releases of THE DARKEST MINDS and
NEVER FADE Don't miss this exciting short story that connects tHE DARKESt MINDS to its much-anticipated sequel, NEVER FADE! Gabe's life has been
devastated in the wake of the economic crash. the only option left for someone like him to escape his tragic past is to leave his small town behind and to attempt
to become a skiptracer. this already almost impossible task is made all the more difficult by his first score, a young girl who won''t speak, but who changes his
life in ways he could never imagine. Ages: 12+
Oxford Playscripts: Brother in the Land-Robert Swindells 2004-07-15 An engaging classroom playscript. When a nuclear bomb wrecks his hometown and rips
his family apart, 15-year-old Danny has to learn the art of survival...and fast. Under constant threat from radiation sickness, starvation, and the men who have
seized power, Danny struggles to protect himself and his brother. Then he joins the resistance and the real fight begins... New, innovative activities specifically
tailored to support the KS3 Framework for Teaching English and help students to fulfil the Framework objectives. Activities include work on Speaking and
Listening, close text analysis, and the structure of playscripts, and act as a springboard for personal writing.
Blackout-Robert Swindells 2011-01-06 Another gripping World War Two drama from the master storyteller and multi-award-winner, Robert Swindells. Life in a
small village is boring now the war is over, there is still rationing and bomb damage and war losses. But when a group of children hear of some treasure kept
locked in the village, things look at bit more interesting. And then two strangers turn up in the village - and they've heard of the treasure too . . .
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The Enemy-Charlie Higson 2013-01-02 In the wake of a devastating disease, everyone sixteen and older is either dead or a decomposing, brainless creature
with a ravenous appetite for flesh. Teens have barricaded themselves in buildings throughout London and venture outside only when they need to scavenge for
food. The group of kids living a Waitrose supermarket is beginning to run out of options. When a mysterious traveler arrives and offers them safe haven at
Buckingham Palace, they begin a harrowing journey across London. But their fight is far from over???the threat from within the palace is as real as the one
outside it. Full of unexpected twists and quick-thinking heroes, The Enemy is a fast-paced, white-knuckle tale of survival in the face of unimaginable horror.
The Deep End-Robert Swindells 2013-01-01 Lisa's hopes of qualifying for the Olympics are dashed by the closure of the local swimming pool, but her boyfriend
has a plan to stir up local support for their cause. Jake is eager to get involved and help his sister, but plans for a peaceful protest are threatened when
troublemakers arrive.
Z for Zachariah-Robert C. O'Brien 2007-07-10 Believing herself to be the only survivor of a nuclear war, Ann Burden greets a wandering stranger with
excitement and suspicion. An ALA Notable Book & ALA Best Book for Young Adults. Reprint.
Daz 4 Zoe-Robert Swindells 2012-05-29
Shrapnel-Robert Swindells 2009-01-01 It's the height of World War Two. Britain is being ravaged by bombs and most young men are off fighting. Gordon wishes
he was too. Maybe then he wouldn't get bullied for having a cowardly family . . . Gordon's dad didn't serve in World War One, and now his older brother
Raymond isn't serving in World War Two - he's gone missing. When Gordon finds a revolver hidden in his house, he tracks Raymond down, but ends up involved
in more than he'd bargined for. Raymond enlists Gordon's help to deliver and collect some 'packages'. But is the work actually for the government? And will it
have terrible consequences?
The Stone Angel-Margaret Laurence 2010-10-08 The film adaptation of Margaret Laurence's The Stone Angel, starring acclaimed actresses Ellen Burstyn and
Ellen Page, and introducing Christine Horne, opens in theatres May 9, 2008. This special fortieth-anniversary edition of Margaret Laurence’s most celebrated
novel will introduce readers again to one of the most memorable characters in Canadian fiction. Hagar Shipley is stubborn, querulous, self-reliant, and, at
ninety, with her life nearly behind her, she makes a bold last step towards freedom and independence. As her story unfolds, we are drawn into her past. We
meet Hagar as a young girl growing up in a black prairie town; as the wife of a virile but unsuccessful farmer with whom her marriage was stormy; as a mother
who dominates her younger son; and, finally, as an old woman isolated by an uncompromising pride and by the stern virtues she has inherited from her pioneer
ancestors. Vivid, evocative, moving, The Stone Angel celebrates the triumph of the spirit, and reveals Margaret Laurence at the height of her powers as a writer
of extraordinary craft and profound insight into the workings of the human heart. From the Trade Paperback edition.
The Twelfth Day of July-Joan Lingard 2003-08-07 Sadie is Protestant, Kevin is Catholic - and on the tense streets of Belfast their lives collide. It starts with a
dare - kids fooling around - but soon becomes something dangerous. Getting to know Sadie Jackson will change Kevin's life forever. But will the world around
them change too? The first of Joan Lingard's ground-breaking Kevin and Sadie books.
Snakebite-Robert Swindells 2006 Alexs estate is a concrete jungle, survival of the fittest and Alex is way down the food chain. At the top is Mark Byrne and his
gang. Theyve been hunting Alex for a while - today theyre going to bring him down....First PageIs there one bad thing in your life? Something that makes you
think, If only that one thing was out of my life, Id be really, really happy? Theres something bad in most peoples lives. There is in mine. My bad thing is called
Mark Burn. Marks the guy who calls me Co
After the First Death-Robert Cormier 2013-03-19 Sixteen-year-old Miro had instructions to kill the bus driver immediately. They would then take the busload of
children to the bridge and begin the standoff. Artkin was Miro’s mentor; the mastermind behind this act of terrorism that would get the world’s attention. But
Artkin had told Miro that the bus driver would be an old man. Sixteen-year old Kate sometimes substituted for her uncle and drove his bus when he was ill. She
even got a special license to do so, and she’d always liked kids. She wondered what was going on when the van in front of her stopped, but when the man and
the boy with guns forced their way onto the bus, she knew her worst nightmare was beginning.
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If you ally craving such a referred stone cold by robert swindells ebook that will give you worth, acquire the unconditionally best seller from us
currently from several preferred authors. If you desire to funny books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are as well as launched,
from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every ebook collections stone cold by robert swindells that we will completely offer. It is not roughly the costs. Its
about what you need currently. This stone cold by robert swindells, as one of the most full of life sellers here will no question be in the middle of the
best options to review.
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